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Originally I wanted to do something more interactive, but in the end I decided to make the application a console application, so I could at least use full paths in the command line. Generally, you can do everything with the Windows API, but I'm not sure whether it is even necessary in the case of application files. After all, the purpose of these files is to
protect the user from being compromised by a malicious user in Internet Explorer. Maybe I'm being overly paranoid. A short description of how the program works follows, but be aware that this is rather easy to abuse; please don't use this, even if you know how to write the OWNER_SECURITY_INFORMATION. CHOWN Source Code: /* CHOWN,

Ver. 1.0, 28.6.2012 * Automatic generated file, do not edit. */ #include #include #include /* 0.2.0 the Author: * Copyright © 2011 Thomas Beyer * * */ void setfsoverride(const char* filename, int owner_sid) { HANDLE file; TOKEN_PRIVILEGES priv; DWORD result; PSID new_owner, old_owner; /* Open file */ file = CreateFile(filename,
GENERIC_READ|GENERIC_WRITE, 0, NULL, OPEN_EXISTING, 0, NULL); if (file == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE) { printf("Error: could not open %s ", filename); return; } /* Get owner SID */ if (!GetTokenInformation(file, TokenOwner, NULL, 0, &priv)) { printf("Error: could not get token information "); CloseHandle(file); return; } /*

Get owner group */

CHOWN Download

The command-line application CHOWN (changed owner), does the exact opposite of CHMOD. It changes the owner of a file to a new owner. It is useful for example if you are a creator and you are giving your creation to someone else. According to the owner of the file you can transfer the given file to someone else or even delete it (for example, after
you have burned the CD-ROM), even if he does not have the owner permission to do so. The name of the application suggest that you will be able to change the owner of the executable files, but this is not true. Executable files are always controlled by System. The CHOWN application only sets the owner of the files. You can not add a owner or modify
the owner of an executable file. The owner of a file is always a local SID, not a computer SID. You can always change the owner of a file to a new computer SID. The executable files are controlled by System through its permissions bit rights. The system checks if the users that may execute the file have the proper rights for the file. This check is done
using the LsaOpenPolicy2() function. So the CHOWN application is actually not a tool for application who wants to change the owner of a file, but for system administrators, because they can do all the good with only one command line. In order to do that they will have to make some things, but they can do that. They will be able to transfer files (and

even remove them) to others, modify the owner, change the privileges, read the content of the file, even read the content of the folder. The CHOWN application simply provide the permissions to do all this. For example the CHOWN application should be able to delete a file (and maybe reinstall it) from a removed folder. More generally I would like to
say that you can use it to build a shell, read the environment and take the permissions of users (with a new SID) without them knowing it. The name of the application suggest that you will be able to change the owner of the executable files, but this is not true. Executable files are always controlled by System. The CHOWN application only sets the owner

of the files. You can not add a owner or modify the owner of an executable file. The owner of a file is always a local SID, not a computer SID. You can always change the owner of a file to a 09e8f5149f
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CHOWN stands for change owner, and does it for you. Changing the owner is much easier than modifying it. It is covered extensively by MSDN. Even if you don't want to use the Windows API, it is quite well documented. Code: Tools: CHOWN is licensed under the GPL v3.0. You may use it in your own programs as long as it is clear that it is not
originating from Microsoft. History: 9 October, 2010 - first version 25 November, 2010 - improved version Have a look at "2.0.2.1 - Updated" for the changes. I had to update my version because one bug in 2.0.2.0 resulted in a file not being owned by the one it was supposed to have been owned by. I am not at home now, so I did not write the CHOWN
help, sorry. The CHOWN application was designed to be a small command line tool that demonstrates that it is possible to assign a new owner to a file, even if Microsoft asserts that this is impossible. Not the first implementation of such a program, but source is included, so you may understand how this works. To set a new owner of a file, only ordinary
Win32 API calls are needed. All you have to do is: - enable the Backup, Restore and Take Ownership privileges (with AdjustTokenPrivileges()). These are usually granted to Administrators. I also enable the Bypass Traverse Checking privilege, but I have not yet fully investigated if this is really necessary. - find the SID for the new owner with
GetAccountSid() - create an empty Security Descriptor with InitializeSecurityDescriptor() - fill the owner of the Security Descriptor with SetSecurityDescriptorOwner(), ignore group, DACL and SACL - apply this SD to the file you want to modify with
SetFileSecurity(szCurrentFile,(SECURITY_INFORMATION)(OWNER_SECURITY_INFORMATION),.) CHOWN Description: CHOWN stands for change owner, and does it for you. Changing the owner is much easier than modifying it. It is covered extensively by MSDN. Even if you don't want to use the Windows API, it is quite well
documented. Code: Tools: CHOWN is licensed under the GPL v3.0. You may use it in your own

What's New In?

=========================================================== The CHOWN application was designed to be a small command line tool that demonstrates that it is possible to assign a new owner to a file, even if Microsoft asserts that this is impossible. Not the first implementation of such a program, but source is included, so you
may understand how this works. To set a new owner of a file, only ordinary Win32 API calls are needed. All you have to do is: - enable the Backup, Restore and Take Ownership privileges (with AdjustTokenPrivileges()). These are usually granted to Administrators. I also enable the Bypass Traverse Checking privilege, but I have not yet fully
investigated if this is really necessary. - find the SID for the new owner with GetAccountSid() - create an empty Security Descriptor with InitializeSecurityDescriptor() - fill the owner of the Security Descriptor with SetSecurityDescriptorOwner(), ignore group, DACL and SACL - apply this SD to the file you want to modify with
SetFileSecurity(szCurrentFile,(SECURITY_INFORMATION)(OWNER_SECURITY_INFORMATION),.) CHOWN Usage: =========================================================== CHOWN [-o new-owner] [-h] fname [-m new-mod-owner] [-d new-dacl-owner] [-g group-owner] [-s symlink-owner] [-e] [-n] [-i] fname
[--eprefix] [--eflags] [--owner-perms owner-perms --group-perms group-perms]... -o new-owner Set new owner of fname -m new-mod-owner Modify new owner of fname -d new-dacl-owner Set new DACL owner of fname -g group-owner Set new SACL owner of fname -s symlink-owner Set new owner of symlink-fname, if symlink-fname -e Set
extended type -n Set non-interactive input mode -i Set looping -h
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System Requirements For CHOWN:

MUST BE IN PLAYSTATION®3 COMPATIBLE PHYSICAL GAME VERSION 4.0 OR NEWER. DO NOT UPGRADE TO 4.00. Install the game on a USB memory stick formatted for the PlayStation®3 system. Your USB memory stick must be 2 GB or larger. You can connect the USB memory stick directly to the USB port on your
PlayStation®3 system or use a USB Mass Storage Class Memory Device cable. Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 8.1 (32-bit and 64-bit)
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